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Abstract.
During eruption, lava domes and flows may become unstable and
generate dangerous explosions. Fossil lava-filled eruption conduits and ancient
lava flows are often characterized by complex internal variations of gas content.
These observationsindicate a need for accurate predictions of the distribution of
gas content and bubble pressurein an eruption conduit. Bubbly magma behaves
as a compressibleviscous liquid involving three different pressures: those of the
gas and magma phases,and that of the exterior. To solve for these three different
pressures, one must account for expansion in all directions and hence for both
horizontal and vertical velocity components. We present a new two-dimensional
finite element numerical code to solve for the flow of bubbly magma. Even with
small dissolvedwater concentrations,gas overpressuresmay reach values larger than
I MPa at a volcanic vent. For constant viscosity the magnitude of gas overpressure
does not depend on magma viscosity and increases with the conduit radius and
magma chamber pressure. In the conduit and at the vent, there are large horizontal
variations of gas pressureand hence of exsolved water content. Such variations
depend on decompressionrate and are sensitive to the "exit" boundary conditions
for the flow. For zero horizontal shear stress at the vent, relevant to lava flows
spreading horizontally at the surface, the largest gas overpressures,and hence the
smallest exsolvedgas contents, are achievedat the conduit walls. For zero horizontal
velocity at the vent, correspondingto a plug-like eruption through a preexisting lava
dome or to spine growth, gas overpressuresare largest at the center of the vent. The
magnitude of gas overpressureis sensitive to changesof magma viscosity induced
by degassingand to shallow expansionconditions in conduits with depth-dependent
radii.

1.

tionsdueto degassing
andgaslossthroughpermeable

Introduction

Key volcanological
phenomenasuchas degassingand
lavadomeexplosions
dependonthe dynamicsof magma
ascenttoward Earth's surface[Newhall and Melson,
1983; Newmanet al., 1988; Sparks,1997]. Many different effectsare involved,suchas largeviscosityvaria-

conduitwalls. For this reason,it has been difficult to

usetheoretical
modelswhenassessing
specific
eruptive
sequences,and many efforts have been made to derive

constraints
onascent
condition•
frompetrological
studies. For example,the presenceand abundanceof mi-

crolites
aswellaschanges
of phenocryst
composition
can be linkedto decompression
and volatileexsolution

Now at D6partementdesSciencesde la Terre, Universit•
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[Swanson
etal.,1989;Rutherford
andHill,1993;CashmanandBlundy,
2000].However,
theobservations
only
provide
a record
of gaspressure
changes
andmaynot
berelated
simply
to bulkflowconditions
[Massol
and
Jaupart,
1999].Furthermore,
thereisplentyofevidence
for complexvariationsof gascontentin lavaflowsand

domes
aswellasfossil
eruption
conduits
[Stasiuk
etal.,
16,223
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1996;Andersonand Fink, 1990;Sato et al., 1992]. Such reservoir pressure and conduit radius. We study in detail how exit conditions affect eruption behavior and
investigate the effects of variations of conduit radius
tally averagedquantitiesin a volcanicconduit [Woods, and changesof magma viscosity due to degassing.Volcanologicalimplicationsare discussedbriefly at the end
1995; Jaupart,1996;Melnik and Sparks,2001].
of
the paper.
Gas exsolution and bubble growth in magmas have

complexities cannot be understood within the framework of existing eruption models which rely on horizon-

been studied by a number of authors [Sparks,1978;
Proussevitch et al., 1993; Navon et al., 1998; Barclay et

al., 1995; Lyakhovskyet al., 1996]. It has beenshown
that gas overpressuremay develop inside bubbles due

2. Flow of Bubbly Magma
2.1.

Three

Different

Pressures

to the largeviscosityof natural magmas[Sparks,1978].

In a bubbly flow, gas bubbles expand and hence are
at a different pressure than surrounding liquid. Furthermore, becauseof the flow the liquid pressureis not
equal to the country rock pressure. As we shall see,
ditions [Proussevitchet al., 1993; Lyakhovskyet al., upon exit, the finite rate of expansion implies that the
1996]. However,decompression
dependson both the liquid pressure is not equal to the atmospheric presascent rate and on density changesdue to pressurere- sure. Thus, in general, one must solve for two different
lease. Thus the rates of decompression and flow are pressures,correspondingto the liquid and gas phases.
coupledtogether and must be solvedfor simultaneously To illustrate the novel physics of such flows, we take
for given boundary conditions. Such a self-consistent the simplest rheological equation which allows a selfsolution for the evolution of gas pressuresin volcanic consistent solution. The most general theological law
eruptions has not been attempted.
for a Newtonian compressiblefluid is
Viscous compressibleflows seem to be a neglected
topic in fluid dynamics, presumably due to limited ap,- -- pS-21•z
+ •l•- K (V.•)8 (1)
plicability in fields other than physical volcanology,and
hence there is a need for some systematic research in
- x
(2)

Most of these studies have relied on "shell" models,
such that one bubble surrounded by its small volume
of melt expands under prescribed decompressioncon-

this area. In a previousstudy [Massoland Jaupart,
1999]we have presenteda simplifiedmodelto investi- where •- is the stress tensor, z is the deformation rate
gate the conditions which lead to an overpressuredgas
phase at a volcanic vent. We showed that gas overpressurevaries horizontally in the eruption conduit and
is an increasing function of eruption rate. This study
captures the basic physical principles involved but relies on several simplifying assumptionswhich must be
assessedwith a general solution. For example, it was
assumed that motion is purely vertical, whereas lateral pressure variations are likely to drive flow in the
horizontal direction. Furthermore, the solutions could
only be obtained for constant and small compressibility,
whereas volatile exsolution and gas expansion lead to

tensor, 8 is the identity tensor, and U is the velocity
field. Three viscositycoefficientsare involved, the shear
viscosity/•, the bulk viscosityK, and coefficientX which
combinesthe two. The bulk flow pressurePb is the sum
of the thermodynamic pressurep and viscous stresses
due to expansion:

Pb= P- K (V.•).

(3)

We neglectthe effectsof volatile speciesdiffusionand
assumebulk equilibrium betweengas and liquid. This
assumptionis valid for the relatively slow flowsof relevanceto lava domes[Lyakhovsky
et al., 1996;Navon et
a significantincreaseof compressibilityas pressurede- al., 1998]. Assumingthermodynamicequilibrium,the
creases.Another interestingproblemariseswhen spec- gas pressureis the relevant pressurefor solubility reifying boundary conditionsat the conduit exit, where lationshipsand for the equationof state. Magmasare
expansion conditions are sensitive to flow in all direcweakly compressiblecomparedto gas and can be taken
tions. For these reasons,we have developeda finite as incompressibleliquids. In this case, the above rheelement numerical code to solve for compressiblevol- ological equation can be derived from a "shell" model
canic flows in two dimensions.

The code was written

of bubblymagma[Prud'hommeand Bird, 1978] (deto handle complexand large variationsof rheological tails can be foundin AppendixA). For typicalvolcanic
properties as well as vertical variations of conduit size.
bubblesizes,one may neglectsurfacetension,and therThe purposeof the presentstudy is twofold. First, we modynamic pressurep is equal to the gas pressurein a
derivethe full set of governingequationsfor compress- bubble
ible viscousflows,discussthe boundaryconditionsrequired for a solution and describe the numerical method
p - pg .
(4)
implemented.Second,we investigatethe noveldynamiThe shell model leads to an explicit equation for bulk
cal aspectsof suchflows. For the sakeof clarity we conviscosity K:
sider first caseswith constantviscosityand a straight
4
1-c•
conduit. We showhow the flow characteristicsdepend
on boundary conditionsand input parameters,suchas
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where • is the volume fraction of gas and •t is the vis-
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In particular,there are horizontalvelocitycomponents

cosityofmagma.Giventheapproximations
oftheshell and vertical gradientsof the normal stresscomponent
induceshorizonmodel,thisrelationship
is validonlyat smallvaluesof rzz. We shallseethat compressibility
tal
flow
even
if
the
conduit
has
straight
vertical walls.
thegasvolumefraction.Thereareunfortunately
noreliabletheoryandexperimental
determinations
for K at
all valuesof the gasvolumefraction[Bagdassarov
and 2.3. Boundary Conditions
Dingwell,1993],andwe shallcarryout manycalcula- For simplicity,we assumethat the densitiesof countionsfor K = 0. By definition,K is positive,andhence try rockandbubble-free
magmaareequal.We consider
calculationsmade for K = 0 lead to underestimate the
values of gas pressure.
2.2.

fixed pressureconditionsat the top of a magmareservoir locatedat depth H beneathEarth's surface:

Governing Equations

Po - Pa + pogH + AP,

(11)

We assume
equilibriumdegassing
conditions
andtake where AP is an overpressure
due to the previoushistoryof replenishment
andcrystallization.
Fora straight
flowsolutionis very well unx - sV/-•,
(6) conduitthe incompressible

the followingsolubility law:

derstood and there is no need to investigate it further.

where x is the mass fraction of volatiles which may be

Thus we start the calculations at the saturation pres-

dissolved
in the melt at pressurep and s is a coefficient sure Ps such that
determinedfromexperiment.Forwaterin silicicmelts,
we take s - 4.11 x 10-6 Pa-1/2. Note that solubil-

x0 = sV/-•,
(12)
ity is writtenin termsof gaspressure
andnotof bulk
flowpressure.
The densityof the magma/gas
mixture wherex0 is the initial volatile concentrationof magma.
The saturationpressureis reachedat somedepth h
is givenby [JaupartandTait,1990]

1l-x0P9
1(x0-x)]
1- x -1
'

-

P

--

Pt1- x

(7)

wherex0 is the initial water concentrationin the melt,

whichdependson (2, the eruptionmassflux. (2 dependson AP and mustbe solvedfor.
The computational
domainextendsfromz = 0 (at

the bottom)to z = h at the top. In practice,h is

not knowna priori and is fixedat somearbitraryvalue.
Ptismagmadensity,andpgisgasdensity.In thispaper, (2 is then solvedfor, and the corresponding
valueof
we considerthat water is the only volatile speciesand AP is calculatedusingthe incompressible
flowsolution
usethe ideal gas law for pg.
between depths H and h:
Neglectingcoolingdue to surroundingrocksand assumingsteadystate conditions,the conservationequations

Q- pøaa(•i--Ps
8l• -- - h - Pøg
) ß (13)

are

Op

1 0 (pru)

Ot

r

0 (pw)

Or

Oz

=o,

(8)

Fourboundaryconditionsare requiredin eachdirec-

tion(r, z). Noslipisallowed
at therigidnondeformable
conduit walls:

Ou

Ou

Ou

At r - a,

__Op
+ (Ou

+ Purr
r + pwOz
__

o

r

Or

r

w - u - 0.

(14)

Or

At the conduit axis, by symmetry,

(9)

Ow

Atr-0,

u- Or=0'

(15)

Below the saturation level, conditionsare those of an

incompressible
liquidflowingin a conduitwith straight
walls,suchthat pressureis uniformin a horizontalcross
section and that there are no horizontal velocity com-

ponents.Thus, at z - 0, there is no verticalgradient
(10)

of vertical velocity and the vertical normal stress•-zzis
equal to the saturation pressure:

where u and w are the radial and vertical velocity com-

At z-0,

rzz = P•
u -

0.

(16)

(17)
ponents.The advectiontermshavebeenretainedfor
the sakeof generality,even thoughthey are likely to
At the top of the conduit (z - h), flow conditions
be small at the small Reynoldsnumbersof lava flow
eruptions.Note that severalnewtermsare introduced dependon how lava spreadsawayfrom the vent. As
which are neglectedin classicalvolcanicflow models. usual, boundaryconditionsare in fact simplifications

16,226
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u--0

q:zz=patm { or q:rz= 0

'T T T" T

H

MAGMA

u -- 0
rrz --0.

or

(19a)
(19b)

Figure 1 illustrates the different boundary conditions

I

used. In one-dimensional

,,

u=0

u=0

{•:rz
= _

•'-( w 0
__

models with no horizontal

ve-

locity, exit boundary conditions are considerablysimpler becausepressuresin both the liquid and gas phases
are equal and equal to the external pressure, which is
known. In the presentmodel, these two pressuresmust
be calculated as part of the solution. We shall seethat,
at the two ends of the integration domain, flow conditions vary rapidly over vertical distances called the
"entry" and "exit" lengths. Note that, at the vent, the
flow pressureis larger than the atmosphericvalue becausethe flow is expanding at that level.
2.4.

Scaling Considerations

__

In order to obtain dimensionlessgoverningequations,
we first subtract the hydrostatic equilibrium equation
for a static volatile-free magma column, with density
equal to p0 everywhere.Height and radial distanceare
scaledto the total conduit length H and to the conduit
radius a, respectively. Velocities may be scaled with

F -I- I'
0

T " -I' T

•zz = ps

u=0

..

the valuefor Poiseuille
flow,a2AP/tzoH,where/z0 is
the viscosityof saturated magma. The governingequations introduce two dimensionlessnumbers, the conduit

a

Figure 1. Integrationdomainand boundarycondi- aspectratio a/H and a Reynoldsnumber
tions. The computationaldomainis limitedto the com-

pressible
part of the flow,suchthat pressures
arebelow
the saturation value. Note that at the top there are two

Re- pøa3
AP

/•02
H.

(20)

possibilities.Variableu = 0 corresponds
to plug flow
A volcanicconduitis suchthat a/H << 1. Stanor spinegrowth.Variablerrz corresponds
to a lavaflow
dard dimensionalargumentsthen imply that horizontal
spreadinghorizontallyawayfrom the vent.
velocity componentsare smaller than vertical ones and
that horizontal derivatives dominate over vertical ones.

to the full coupled problem and we considertwo limit
cases. In the first one, lava may be so viscousso that
it cannot spread horizontally under its own weight. In
this case, it forms a "spine" which risesvertically out
of the vent. When a dome has been built over the vent

for sometime, the pre-existinglava is colderaway from
the vent and there is a gradient of viscositywithin the
dome. This acts to "channel"the flow vertically, as
in a plug. Both situationsmay be representedapproximately by a condition of zero horizontal velocity at
the vent. In the other limit case, no spine forms and
lava spreadshorizontallyto feed a lava flow. The shear
stressat the baseof the surfaceflow dependson the flow

Furthermore,for nonexplosive
eruptions,the Reynolds
numberis smalland henceinertial terms are neglected
[Wilsonet al., 1980; Jaupartand Tait, 1990; Woods,
1995].This leadsto what can be calledthe "standard"
effusiveeruptionmodel. In fact, velocityand pressure
vary by large amounts over a small vertical extent near

the top of the conduit[Massoland Jaupart,1999].In
this case, the relevant vertical scale is not H and cor-

respondsto the heightoverwhichdensityvariessignificantly. Gas pressurevaries in both directions,and its
valueat the vent cannotbe fixeda priori, implyingthat
no simpleheightscalecan be extractedfrom the equation of state. The gasoverpressure
at the vent probably
takes
values
that
are
small
compared
to the overallpresshape[Huppert,1982]. At the axis,by symmetry,the
suredifferencebetweentop and bottom; however,this
flow thickness is maximum and the basal shear stress
is zero. In this case, the proper condition at the vent is the variable we seek to estimate, and it is difficult
is thus oneof zerohorizontalshearstress.At the vent, to simplifythe equationswithout affectingthe reliabilthe continuityof normal stressleadsto set rz• equal ity of the result. For these reasons,we have left the
to the weightof the overlyinglava. For the beginning equationsin their dimensionalform and have kept all
of an eruption, this thicknessis zero and hencewe set terms.
r• at the atmospheric
value. To summarize,boundary 2.5. Numerical
Method
conditionsat the top of the conduit are as follows:

The governingequations have been solvedwith a fi-

At z- h,

r•z -pa,

(18)

nite element numerical method. The basic structure of
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Table1. T•bleofInputParameters
a
Figures 2-4,

Figure 8,
Plate 1,

Figure7(2),
Figure9(1),

Figure9(2),
Figure 12(2),

Plate

2 and

Plate

3 and

Plate

Figure 10(1)

Figure7(1)

Figure 10(2)

Plate

4

5 and

Figure 12(1)

Boundary condition,

u= 0

rrz = 0

rrz = 0

r•

Massflux, kg S--1

3.38 x 106

3.6 x 106

3.8 x 106

10.6x 106

= 0

r•

4.05 x 106

= 0

p(0, H), MPa
p(a, H), MPa
AP, MPa

0.56
0.1
8.85

0.67
1.5
9.50

0.42
1.5
9.80

0.34
1.1
2.71 x 101

0.55
1.5
1.11 x 101

Re

0.13

0.14

0.15

0.42

0.16

aln all calculations,
H - 1000m, a - 25 m,/• = 106 Pa s and x0 = 0.5 wt %.

the code has been borrowed from Pepper and Heinrich

one another. Increasing magma viscosity decreasesthe

[1992],andwe haveaddednewtermsin the momentum eruption mass flux and hence the decompressionrate,
equation correspondingto the new rheology. The equations are solved in their weak formulation, and details

can be found in Appendix B.

3. Compressible Flow Dynamics
In this section we illustrate the novel dynamical aspects of viscous compressibleflows using one particular exit boundary condition u = 0. This boundary
condition is adopted implicitly in the standard onedimensional eruption model. We use the following values for the various variables: H=1000 m, a=25 m, and

x0=0.5 wt % (Table 1).
3.1.

Basic Principles

which acts to decreasegas overpressure. However, increasingmagma viscositysimultaneouslyacts to impede
gas expansion and hence to increase gas overpressure.
In this simple model, therefore, gas overpressuredoes
not depend on magma viscosity.
The simple model sheds light on some basic principles of compressibleflow dynamics at the cost of important simplificationsand must be assessedwith a full
2-D model and more complicated equations of state.

Accordingto (7), compressibilityis not small even at
small initial volatile concentrations. For example, for

x0=0.5 wt %, the mixture density variesby more than
1 order of magnitude between the saturation and atmospheric pressures. Furthermore, compressibility varies

with pressure.
A simplified model for small and constant compressibility allows an analytical solution, which is useful to 3.2. Horizontal Velocity
understand the behavior of compressibleviscous flows
Starting from z = 0 at depth h beneath Earth's sur[Massoland Jaupart,1999].Horizontalvelocitycompo- face, horizontal velocity developsdue to compressibility
nents are neglected, and the equation of state for the (Figure 2). The vertical velocity profile differsslightly
mixture

is

from the Poiseuille profile of the incompressiblesolution

p = p0[1+/• (p - P0)],

(21)

where 3 stands for compressibility. With these simplifications, gas overpressurevaries in the horizontal direction

with

a maximum

value at the conduit

reachesits largest value PH at the vent:

PH --Pa
po - Pa

4 a2
K+ •t•
= •AP•-= D.
81-• H 2

axis and

due to horizontal

flow and horizontal

variations

of den-

sity (Figure 3). The horizontalvelocity at midheight
of the compressible
part of the flow (at z = hi2) is a
smallfractionof the maximumverticalvelocity(0.5%).
This is due to the fact that, in this particular calculation, horizontal velocity values are set to zero at the top
of the conduit.

We show below that

for the other exit

boundarycondition(rrz = 0), valuesof horizontalve-

(22) locity becomecomparableto those of vertical velocity.
3.3.

Horizontal

Variations

of Pressure

Equation (22) illustratestwo effectswhich are intuPressure is not constant in a horizontal cross section
itively obvious. The gas overpressureat the vent is
an increasingfunctionof driving pressureAP. It also (Figure 4). For the u = 0 exit boundary condition,
increases
with compressibility/•.This equationfurther pressureis greater at the center than at the edgesalong
showsa keypointaboutmagmaviscosity/•.The second the entire height of the conduit. With little horizontal
viscositycoefficient
K is proportionalto magmaviscos- motion, gas pressure variations are due to horizontal
ity (equation(5)), andhence/•canbe cancelled
fromra- variations of decompressionrate in the conduit. For a

tio (K+ •/•)/8/•
4
in (22). Heretwoeffects
counterbalancematerial point the decompressionrate in steady flow is

16,228
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havior

•$85•

1.2

breaks down at shallow

levels beneath

the vent

for the zero shear stress exit boundary condition. In
that case, as discussedbelow, a large horizontal flow
componentgeneratesa different horizontal gas pressure
profile.

1

0.8

3.4.

New

Terms

in the

Momentum

Balance

In the verticalmomentumequation(10) we separate

0.6

the viscousterms in two groups:

0.4

10( Ow
)

0.315 m

0.2

Om

o

0

5

10

,
15

20

02W
V•.
- /u
Ou
02u
+ (2u+ Oz
2
r Oz+/uOzOr

25

RADIUS (m)

( 02u

+ -r•zz ' (26)
ion)
+Ak,OrOz

Figure 2. Radial profilesof horizontalvelocity at different heights above the saturation level. Parameters
used in this calculation

(25)

are listed in Table 1. Note that

the velocity profile changesover a small vertical dis-

The first group correspondsto what is retained in the

tance.

standard 1-D model, and the secondgroup has all the

additionalviscousterms. We find that the V1/V2 ratio typically reachesvalues of 0.25 near the top of the
conduit. The standardmodel fails becausevertical gradientsof velocity and horizontalvelocitiesare not negligible.

Dp
Op+ WOp
Dt = U•rr
o-•'

(23)

For small horizontal velocities,

Dp

The difference with the standard

Op

model is more dra-

(24)

matic for the radial momentum equation which is usu-

Vertical velocity w varies from a maximum at the con-

extra terms are all significant and introduce horizontal

duit

pressure variations.

Dt

• w--.
Oz

axis to zero at the walls

ally simplifiedto Op/Or • O. For this equationthe

and hence so does the

decompressionrate. Because of this, gas pressure is
greater at the axis than at the walls. This simple be-

•

4

<

3

0

5

We foundthat the "bulk" Reynoldsnumbergivenby
Re = Q/a/u, whereQ is the massflux of the eruption,

10

15

20

25

RADIUS (m)

Figure 3. Radialprofileof gaspressure
at thevent.Forthisexit boundary
condition
(u - 0)
the gaspressure
has a maximum(0.56 MPa) at the axis. Parametersfor this calculationare
listed in Table 1.
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i

0.3

0

5

10

15

25

20

RADIUS (m)

Figure 4. Comparisonbetweenthe verticalvelocityand the Poiseuilleprofileat the vent for the
u - 0 exit boundarycondition.The compressible
flow has a larger velocity gradient at the wall.
Parameters

used in this calculation

are listed in Table 1.

allows an appropriate estimate of the ratio between the
advection and viscousterms in the momentum equation

cosity,asin the simplified
analytical
modelof Massol
andJaupart[1999].The difference
is typicallya few

(seeTable 1). Thus at low Reynoldsnumberthe advec- percent,because
compressibility
affectsthe flowover
tive terms can be neglectedeverywhere in the conduit.

a small vertical

distance

on the bulk momentum

3.5.

Mass Discharge Rate

and hence has little

balance

influence

over the whole conduit

length. For this reason the mass flux increasesalmost

The mass eruption rate is slightly smaller than the
value for an incompressibleliquid with the same vis-

linearly as a functionof chamberoverpressure
(Figure
5), asin the incompressible
case.The massflux hasthe
same dependence on conduit radius and magma viscosity as the incompressible solution, as shown by the

12

results of Tables

2 and 3.

u=O

•,

-

10

-

3.6.

Zrz = 0

Gas Overpressure

at the Vent

We find that magma viscosity does not affect the

value of the exit pressure(Table 2), as predicted by
•

8

the simple analytical model. The effect of conduit radius on gas overpressureis smaller than implied by

•

6

<

4

bly magma, compressibility increaseswith decreasing
pressure. As the conduit radius is decreased,the mass
flux decreases,which acts to decreasegas overpressure.
However, the "local" value of compressibility simulta-

(22) (Table 3). This is due to the fact that, for bub-

5

10

15

OVERPRESSURE

CHAMBER

20
IN THE

25

30

MAGMA

(MPa)

Figure 5. Massdischarge
rate asa functionof chamber
overpressureAP for the two exit conditions. Parame-

tersfor this calculation
areH = 1000m,/• = 106Pa s,

Table 2. Effect of Magma Viscosityon AscentConditions for H - 1000 m, a - 25 m, x0 - 0.5 wt %, and
for Zero Horizontal Velocity at the Vent

Viscosity,

Pa s
106

x0 = 0.5 wt %, and a = 25 m. The valuesare almost 107
identical to those of an incompressibleliquid with the 108
same viscosity.

AP,
MPa

Massflux,

p(0, H),

kg s-1

MPa

9.8
9.8
9.8

3.8 X 106
3.8 X 105
3.8 X 104

0.42
0.42
0.42

16,250
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Radius on Ascent Conditions

for H

1000m,/• - 106Pa s, and x0 - 0.5 wt %
Boundary
Condition

Radius,
m

u= 0
r•z: 0
u= 0
r•z = 0

5
5
25
25

AP,
MPa

MassFlux,
kg s- •

p(0,H),
MPa

p(a, H),
lvIPa

7.1
7.2
8.9
9.8

4.3 x 10a
4.4 x 10a
3.38 x l06
3.8 x 106

0.27
0.20
0.56
0.42

0.10
0.80
0.10
1.5

neously increases, which has the opposite effect. The
end result is that, even for a low mass flux due to
a small conduit radius, the values of gas overpressure
remain significant. As expected, gas overpressureincreaseswith the reservoir overpressurebecause of the

inducedincreaseof decompression
rate (Figure 6). Set-

the vent.

For zero shear stress at the vent the solu-

tion changesdramatically and exhibits large horizontal
velocities. In the example of Figure 8 the horizontal
velocity amountsto 30% of the maximum vertical component. The distributionsof velocity and gas pressure
in this particular solution are illustrated in Plate 1. Particularly noteworthyis the fact that in the vicinity of the

ting bulk viscosity K to nonzero acts to impede bubble
expansion further and hence to increase gas overpres- vent, pressure is maximum at the conduit walls. This is
sure (Figure 7).
exactly the opposite of what is achieved with the u = 0
Mass discharge rate depends on magma viscosity, boundarycondition. At depth, however,the two differconduit radius, and chamberpressure,but only the lat- ent flowshavethe samefeatures:gaspressure
is largest
ter two parameters are relevant for the magnitude of at the conduitaxis and horizontalvelocitycomponents
gas pressure at the vent.
are very small.
The peculiar pressure distribution at shallow levels

4. Volcanic Eruption

Conditions

We now discussseveraleffectswhich come into play
in volcanic systemsand which act on the magnitude of

for the r•z: 0 boundaryconditionmay be understood
as follows.For zerobulk viscosityK, the continuityof
normal

stress reads

gas overpressure.

4.1.

Exit Boundary

p(r,h)- Pa+ •lt'•Z
--•lt
• + -40w
2(Ou
u)ß

Conditions

(27)

We have so far discussedone particular exit bound-

ary condition(u - 0) whichis not valid for an eruption Belowthe vent the flowaccelerates
(Ow/Oz> 0) and
which feedsa lava flow horizontal spreadingaway from hencep > Pa. At the wall, u - w - 0, and hence

0.9

0.7

'[rz -' 0

0.8

0.6

(2)

0.7

0.6
0.4

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.2

0.3

(1)K-g

0.1

0.2

(2) K - 0
0.1

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

0

OVERPRESSURE IN THE CHAMBER (MPa)

5

10

15

20

25

RADIUS (m)

Figure 6. Gas pressureat the centerof the vent as a Figure 7. Radial pressureprofiles at the vent for two
functionof chamberoverpressure
for the two different differentvaluesof bulk viscosityK. Parametersusedin

exit boundary conditions.

this calculation

are listed in Table 1.
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4.2.

9

3

Comparing results for the two exit boundary conditions emphasizes the role played by expansion conditions at shallow levels. Thus one expects that they
also depend on conduit shape. Consider for example a
conduit which flares upward. For a comparison with a
straight conduit we have usedthe same valuesof magma
viscosity and initial dissolvedwater content. The distribution of gas pressurein the conduit has the same characteristics, with a zone of high values near the walls at

2

shallowlevels(Plate 4). The very shapeof the conduit

8
7

6
5
4

o

1

0

0

5

10

15

20

RADIUS (m)

Variable

Conduit

Radius

facilitates expansion and the end result is that gas overpressuresare smaller. This effect is obviously a function
of the aperture angle for the conduit. Conversely,a con25 duit which narrows upward leads to larger values of gas
overpressurethan a straight conduit.

Figure 8. Radialprofiles
of velocity
at theventfor 4.3. Variable Magma Viscosity
boundary
condition
rrz - 0. The horizontal
velocity Magma viscosity dependson the amount of dissolved
represents
almost30%of the verticalvelocity.Param- volatiles. The above solutions emphasize large horizoneters usedin this calculationare listed in Table 1.
tal variations of gas pressure in the flow, which imply
horizontal
2

Ou

p(a,h)- Pa •t•rr

ß

variations

of dissolved

volatile

contents.

In

turn, such variations imply variations of magma vis-

(28) cosity, which are likely to influence flow behavior and
expansion. We use an empirical equation from Hess and

The horizontal velocity must drop to zero at the con-

duit walls, and henceOu/Or•=a < 0, whichimplies
that p(a,h) > Pa. In the exampleof Figure9, the con-

Dingwell [1996]

log/• - [-3.545 + 0.833In (x)]
duit marginsare almostbroughtbackto the saturation
9601 - 2368In (x)
+
pressure,
whichimpliesbubbleresorptionand compres(29)
i[195.7+ 32.25In(x)]'
sion, and hencevery small valuesof vesicularity.For
a smallerconduitradius(5 m) the eruptionmassflux where x is the amount of water dissolvedin weight peris smallerand gasoverpressures
are smaller(Table 3). cent and T is the temperature in kelvins (Figure 11).
In this case, pressuresat the conduit margins are not
broughtto saturationvaluesbut remain significantly
1.5
largerthan the atmospheric
value(Table3). The value
of gas overpressure
at the centerof the vent increases
(1)
u-0
as a function of chamberoverpressure,as for the u - 0
(2)-' Zrz-0
I
boundarycondition(Figure6 and Table 3).
I
Figure9 comparesthe horizontalprofilesof gaspres/
sure at the vent for the two boundary conditions for
/

almost the same mass flux. Plates 2 and 3 compare the
/

full distributions of gas pressurein the volcanic conduit. A transition zone is shown on Figure 10 which

/

(1)

•

occurs at the two thirds of the conduit where the veloc-

ity changesfrom pointingtoward the axis to pointing
toward the wall. For the r•z - 0 exit boundary condi-

tion, the flow field divergestoward the conduitedges.
For the u - 0 exit boundary condition, horizontal velocitiesare small everywhereand the particle paths are
almostvertical (Plate 2).
Changingthe exit boundaryconditiondoesnot affect
the qualitativefeaturesof the flow but affectsthe mag-

0

5

10

15

20

25

RADIUS (m)

Figure 9. Radial profilesof gas pressureat the vent

nitude and distribution of gas pressurein the erupting for the two different exit boundary conditions. The two
lava. For spine growth or plug flow out of the vent, pressureprofiles are totally different. The maximum
completelydegasseal
lava eruptsonly from the edgesof overpressureis found at the edgesfor zero shear stress
the vent at the atmosphericpressure.For a lava flow, and at the center for zero horizontal velocity. Parame-

gasbubblesare overpressured
everywhereat the vent.

ters used in this calculation

are listed in Table 1.
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/

0.02

Figure 11. Liquid viscosityas a function of dissolved
water contentfor a leucograniticmelt [fromHessand
Dingwell,1996].Note the very largeviscosityvariation

/
/

0.01

/
/

when water contents are less than about 1%.

/

0

low levels. Changes of pressurein the magma chamber
induce variations of mass dischargerate and gas pressure. Calculations were presented for a single volatile

-0.01

-0.0•

0

5

10

15

20

25

concentration of 0.5 wt %.

For such small values of

volatile content the compressibilityof magma does not
RADIUS (m)
affect the mass flux becauseit only affects flow conditions
at shallow levels over a very small portion of the
Figure 10. Radialprofiles
ofgaspressure
andhorizontal velocityat midheight
in the computational
domain total ascent path. However, it has important effects
for the two different exit boundary conditions. Note on eruption conditions because it may generate large
that the radial pressure
gradientis positivein the re- values of gas pressureat the vent. For higher volatile
gionwherethe horizontal
velocityis positive.Parame- concentrations,gas overpressureswould be larger, as
ters used in this calculation are listed in Table 1.
1.8

The dependence is strongest at small concentrations,
and henceat small pressures,which is particularly relevant to the present study becauseit focuseson shallow
processesbelow an eruptive vent.
For comparison with the previous calculations, we

,

,

f

,

(1) Variableviscosity
(2) Constantviscosity

1.6

1.4

have rescaledthe aboveequation(29) so that it yields

the sameviscosityof 106Pa s for the initial watercontent of 0.5 wt %. The increasecf viscositywhichoccurs
as degassingproceedsimpedese-,pansionand generates
higher values of gas pressure•,nan in the constant viscositycase(Plate 5 and Fig,•re 12).

5. Implications

for Volcanic Eruptions

• 0.8

0.6 , (1)(,2) ,

0.4

0

5.1.

Magnitude

of Gas Overpressure

at a Vent

This study was not intended to duplicate a true eruption but to show how compressibilityaffectsflow conditions and to identify key variables. The magnitude of
gas overpressuredepends on a host of effects and variables such as the variation of magma viscositydue to
degassingand the shape of the eruptive conduit at shag

5

10

15

20

25

RADIUS (m)

Figure 12. Pressureprofilesat the conduit exit in the
caseof variable and constantmelt viscosity. Parameters of the calculations are listed in Table 1. Note that

pressureis higher for the variable viscositycasewhich
leadsto a large increaseof viscosityat shallowdepths

(lowdissolved
volatilecontent).
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shownby the simpleanalyticalmodel (equation(22)).

ogenousgrowth). Colderand partially crystallizedlava

The volume fraction of gas would also increaseand the
flow would eventually undergo fragmentation. In this
paper, we have emphasizedthe differencebetween gas
pressure, flow pressure, and the exterior pressure, and
all questionsregarding the behavior of the gas phase
must be addressedwith a compressibleflow model such
as ours. Neglect of gas overpressureimplies an overestimation of gas volume fraction and eruption velocity.
For the same conduit radius and chamber pressure,
two magmas with different viscositiesare erupted with
different mass discharge rates but the same values of
gas overpressure.Thus when evaluating the explosive
potential of an effusiveeruption, knowledgeof the mass
flux is not sufficient. One may wonder whether significant overpressuresmay be reached for the small mass
dischargerates of effusiveeruptions. For example, typical values for the mass discharge at the recent Un-

offers strong resistanceto horizontal spreading. The
weakest region in a dome is at the top of the vent becauseit is there that the lava pile is thickest and most
efficientlyinsulated from the surroundings.This may
act to channelthe flow vertically, leadingto exogenous
growth. The u = 0 boundary condition is the most
appropriate for this caseand implies a strong horizontal pressuregradient acrossthe plug, with a maximum
at the center. At the surface, such a pressuregradient implieslateral expansion,with the undegassed,and
hencelessviscous,center flowing outward. This may
be responsiblefor the peculiar creasestructures which

characterize
suchphasesof domegrowth[Andersonand
Fink, 1990]. In a dome, dependingon its thickness,
overpressuredgas bubbles may expand during flow on
the ground, which may account for explosionsdocumented at many volcanoes,most recently at Soufriere

zen and SoufriereHills eruptionswere4 x 103 kg s-1 Hills, Montserrat,and Lascar,Chile [Matthewset al.,
[Nakadaet al., 1999; Robertsonet al., 2000]. For the 1997]. One key effect is that for given conduit and
latter

the conduit

radius

was about

30 m and the ini-

magma composition,gas overpressuresincreasewith in-

tial volatileconcentration
wasas largeas 5 wt % [Mel- creasingeruption rate. One may predict that in a time
nik and Sparks,2001]. A study of this specificerup- sequenceof increasingeruption rate, dome explosions
tion would require an investigationof many parameters, becomemore frequent. This has been documenteddurwhich is outside the scope of this paper. In particular, ing the recent eruption of Soufriere Hills, Montserrat
the large volatile concentration implies large values of [Coleet al., 1998].
gas content at the vent which were not observed, and
The significant differencesof gas overpressurebeone must probablyinvokeseparatedgasflow [Jaupart tween the u = 0 and rrz = 0 exit boundary conditions,
and All•gre, 1991; Melnik and Sparks,2001]. For the as well as the variousregimesof dome growth, suggest
sake of example, it is neverthelessuseful to evaluate the that the couplingbetweenthe conduit and surfaceflows
value of gas overpressurefor the parameters of this pa- playsa key role. Suchcomplexbehaviorprobablycan-

per (H = 1000 m, a = 25 m, x0 = 0.5 wt %). For not be adequatelyunderstoodusinga singleexit boundthosethe massdischarge
of 4 x 103kg s-1 may be ob- ary condition. One important effect to bear in mind is
tained with a reservoir overpressureof 10 MPa and an

that differentvaluesof gasoverpressure
imply different

averagemagmaviscosity
of 109Pa s. Extrapolatingthe valuesof volumetric dischargerate when the massflux
results of Table 2 to higher values of magma viscosity, doesnot change.
we obtain an estimate of 0.4 MPa for gas overpressure
at the vent. This estimate correspondsto a constant 5.3. Mule Creek Vent, New Mexico
viscosity calculation for K = 0 and for the u - 0 exit
At Mule Creek, New Mexico, it is possibleto observe
boundary condition and hence must be consideredas a a fossileruption conduit over a total vertical extent of
lower bound. Such an overpressureis sufficientto drive

a domeexplosion[Fink and Kieffer, 1993].

300m [Stasiuket al., 1996].Lavapreserved
insidethis

conduit fed a small lava flow or dome, part of which
can still be seen today. Remarkable features of this
15.2. Variations of Gas Overpressure During
unit are large horizontalvariationsof vesicularityand
Eruption
almost vesicle-freemargins. The data cannot be exThe dramatic effect of exit boundaryconditionssug- plained by simple equilibriumthermodynamicmodels
geststhat eruption conditionsmay be unsteadydepend- forthe knownvolatilecontentof the magma[Stasiuket
ing on the behavior of lava above the vent. In early al., 1996]. $tasiuket al. [1996]proposedthat vesicustages of dome growth, the free boundary condition lar magmawas permeableand able to leak gasto the
(rrz = 0) probablyprovidesthe most realisticapprox- surrounding country rock, but there are several diffiimation of exit conditions. In this case, relatively de- cultieswith this explanation,as discussed
by Jaupart
gassedmagma issuingfrom the conduit center gets em- [1998].The presentstudyshows
that gasmaybe signifplaced on top of overpressuredmagma comingfrom the icantly overpressuredand hencethat equilibrium therconduit walls. With time, the presenceof a thick dome modynamicsare not appropriate. Furthermore,it preover the vent is likely to change the exit conditions. dictsthat, in the caseof horizontalspreading
awayfrom
Dome growth may proceed internally, by emplacement the vent, gaspressureincreases,
and hencevesicularity
of new lava insidethe dome (endogenous
growth), or decreases,
toward the conduitwalls. In the examples
externallyby lavaextrudingat the top of the dome(ex- shownin Plates 3 and 5, the model actually predicts
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that at shallow levels all gas bubbles are resorbed near
the conduit walls, exactly as observed at Mule Creek.
Thus compressibleeffects offer an alternative explana-
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ship between the pressure of gas inside a bubble and
the variables of the equivalent compressiblefluid.

tion for the observations.

A1. Spherical Cell of Compressible

Liquid

6.

is given by (1) fills a sphericalcell of radius R. Dur-

A compressiblematerial whose rheological equation
Conclusion

ing expansion, velocity is purely radial and density is
At pressuressmaller than the saturation threshold, constant in the cell and hence
gas bubbles nucleate and grow in magma and induce
large amounts of expansion. To solve for the flow of
P- Po•- ß
(A1)
such a compressibleviscous mixture, one must account
for both horizontal and vertical velocity components,as Mass conservation and radial momentum conservation
well as for complex boundary conditions at the conduit equations are
exit and large variations of magma viscosity with disOp
1 o
solved water content. To achieve these aims, a flexible
finite element numerical code has been implemented.
•Pm
1 0
Numerical solutions demonstrate that significant val-

at+

r2Or(r2r•)+

uesof gas overpressure
(i.e., larger than I MPa) may
develop in effusive eruptions. Upon exit, there are
large variations of gas overpressuredepending on distance from the conduit axis, implying the simultaneous eruption of magma batchesdegassedto varying degrees. For given conduit dimensionsand magma composition, the magnitude of gas overpressureis an increasing function of chamber pressure, and eruption rate.
For given conduit dimensions,chamber pressure, and
initial magma volatile content, gas overpressureis independent of magma viscosity.The solutionsare sensitive
to expansionconditionsat shallowlevelsand depend on

(prv)-0,

= o,

(A2)

(Aa)

where vr is the radial velocity, •- is the stress tensor,

and Pm is the pressure.From (A2) and (A1),
r

ß

vr- •R.

(A4)

Using (A4), we obtain

(A5)
and (A3) leadsto
•Pm

=0.
(A6)
the flow regimeawayfrom the vent. Alternating phases
of exogenousand endogenousgrowth should be char- The normal stressat the outer edge of the cell is thus
acterized by different values of gas volume fraction in

[nrr]r=R
--Pm
--3K•-.

lava.

Appendix A: Shell Model for a Mixture
of Gas and Liquid
We briefly repeat the main steps from Prud'homme

and Bird [1978]to determinethe behaviorof a compressiblemixture undergoingexpansion. The mixture
properties must be equivalent to those of a gas bubble
surroundedby a shell of incompressibleviscousliquid

(AZ)

A2. Gas Bubble in a Liquid Shell

A spherical bubble of radius b is surrounded by a
shell of incompressibleliquid with viscosity/•t. In the
incompressibleliquid the governing equations are
0

Or(pr2v•)
- 0,

(AS)

(seeFigureA1). This analysisestablishes
the relationOpf

O[1O

-0.

(A9)

Integrationof (A8) leadsto
R2

Vr

b2

-/•(•-•)-•(•).

(AIO)

Forthisvelocityfieldonefindsagainthat Opf/Or -- O.
At the liquid-gasinterface,

Two phasesmodel

(gasbubbles
surrounded

Equivalent
onephasemodel

byincompressible
liquid)

(compressible
mixture)

Pb-- •- + Pfq-7'rr,

(All)

Figure A1. Diagram illustrating a gas bubble surroundedby a liquid shelland the equivalentcell of com- wherepb is the pressureof gasin the bubble. This leads
pressible fluid.

to
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where N stands for a weighting function. The solution

2o'

Pf

MAGMA

4•tl b3,

b
2o'

(A12)is not known everywherein the integration domain but

i•R2
( b3)

[Hrr]r=R -- Pb---4•t

only at the nodesof the computationalgrid. Recalling

1 b3 1-•-• (A13)the definition of the inner product,

<u,v>-/•uv
d7•,

A3. Gas Pressure and the Second Viscosity
Coefficient

(B3)

the weak solution 4 is obtained with the Petrov-Galerkin

Identifying terms in the two normal stressexpressions weightedresidualmethod:

(A7) and (A13), we obtain

<œ4-f,N>=

0.

(B4)

2o-

Pm- P•, b'
4

(A14) Here the weightingfunctionsare identicalto the interpolationfunctions,exceptfor the advectionterms. For

1-a

K = 3•t

,

(A15) thosethe weightingfunctionsare modifiedas followsin

wherec• = b3/lzl
3 is the volumefractionof gasin the
cell. For typical bubbles sizes, surface tension can be
neglected.Bulk viscosityK introducesa differencebe-

orderto avoidartificial numericaldiffusion[Brueckner
and Heinrich, 1991]:

7he(uONi
Wi- Ni+ 2-•
k,•-•-r+wONi
•zz•J '

tweengaspressureand the bulk flowpressure(see(3)).

(B5)

A key point is that the abovereasoningdoesnot depend
wherehc is the elementsize, IV] is the averagevelocity
on the massof gas inside the bubble and can therefore
over an element, and coefficient-/is defined as
be usedfor bubble growth driven by diffusion. DependA
2
ing on the diffusion coefficientand the decompression
rate, volatile concentration may not be uniform in the
liquid phase. Local thermodynamic equilibrium at the
bubble wall implies that gas pressuredependson the local volatile concentrationin the adjacent liquid as specified by the solubility law. The average volatile concentration in the liquid phase is larger than the local The interpolationfunctionsNi are bilinear (Appendix
value

at the interface.

Thus

if we define

an effective

-/- coth
• - X'

(B6)

A- pRelV
he

(B7)

.

C). For eachrectangularelementthere are four weighting functions,and eachconservationequation is written

gas pressureto be such that it correspondsto an equilibrium with the average volatile concentration, it is 4 times in the form of (B4).
From the governingequations, we obtain
larger than the gas pressurein the bubble. In a rough
approximation this effect can be accounted for by increasingthe bulk viscosity coefficient K. In this sense
thereforethe estimatesof gas overpressures
given in the
paper must be treated as lower bounds. For the rela- PU•rr
Wdfi- pW•zz
Wdfi,
tively small decompressionrates associatedwith dome
eruptions, however,the assumptionof bulk equilibrium

/•Pot

/• Ou /• Ou

(B8)

betweengasand liquid is valid [Lyakhovsky
et al., 1996;
Navon et al., 1998].

Appendix

B' Finite Element

Numerical

Method
B1.

Weak

Formulation

Given œ a partial differential operator, we seek solu-

tions u(x) for which
œu= f

op

(B1)

at every x in 7•. Variable u(x) is as an elementof a

p
0Or
(ru)
Nd•r

Hilbert spaceT/. We obtain an approximate solution:
G

(ha)
i=1

op

op
pøwv
d•,
Oz

(BlO)

where • is the integration domain. Using Green's theorem, the two momentum equations can be rewritten
as
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Table B1. Accuracy Tests
Grid,

Mass Flux,

p(0, H),

N• x Nz

kg s- •

MPa

40 x 64
80 x 128

3.38 X 106
3.37 X 106

0.565
0.564

(Bll)

whereM l is the lumpedmatrix. The physicalmeaning

p-•-NdR-

of this procedureis that the total massof an element is
distributed amongstthe four nodes. With the lumped

(N•.ez)
-ndF

mass approximation,
-1

l-1

[M]• - M•

-

pu•rrWdR-

,

(B20)

and (B13), (B14), and (B15) aresimplifiedaccording
to

pwOz

the following scheme:

-/• pgN (B12)

{Un+l}= {Un}q-A t[M1]-lSu.

(B21)

where F is the boundary of the integration domain.
These equations are solved for each element. The
boundary integralsneedonly be solvedfor the elements
located at the boundariesof the computational domain,
becausethey representedge forceswhich cancelone another when two neighboring elements are considered.

This approximation may not be accuratewhen solving
for a true transient. Here, however,time is an artificial
variable used to iterate toward steady state.

Equations(B10)-(B12) are written in matrix form as

each variable

follows:

cessive iterations was kept below a small threshold
value,

[M].{•} - Sv,

(B13)

[Ml.{•b} - Sw,

(B14)

[D].{)} = Sp,

(B15)

B3. Accuracy and Convergence
We have used two different convergencecriteria. For
the absolute

Mu-/• N,Njrifle.
Du-/• N,N3pj
df•e.
B2. "Lumped

We have also verified

Qb

J

< •2.

(B23)

Functions

For a rectangularelementwith sidesof lengths11and
12in the (r, z) directionswe usea bilinearinterpolation
function

•:

(I)(r,25)-- O•1q-o•2rq-0•325
q-(•4rz.

ß

(Cl)

(c2)

at node i. ß may be rewritten as a function of the four
(B18)
nodalvaluesandfourotherbilinearfunctionscalledN1,
N2, N3 and N4'

One technique is the row sum method, such that

M•i- Z Mij'

values of the mass flux at

C' Interpolation

conditionof massconservation
is satisfied[Pepperand
Hein•ch, 1992;Zienkiewiczand Taylor,1991]:

•

that

(B22)

the top and bottom of the conduit, noted Qt and Q6,
respectively,are very closeto one another:

(B16)
Appendix
(B17)

In order to solvethe above equations, one must invert
two matrices. One time-saving procedure is to "lump"
the mass matrices into diagonal matrices, suchthat the

i

two suc-

We have taken 51 -- 10-8 and s2 - 10-2. We further
verified that resultsobtained with two different grids
differby lessthan 1% (Table B1).

Mass" Approximation

• M•i
- fnNN
td•.

between

IXn+l- X•l < •1.

whereSi standthe right-handsidesof (Bll), (B12), and
(B10), respectively.Matrices [3//] and [D] are defined
as follows:

difference

(B19)

(I)(7',
25)-- N1(7',25)(I)
1 q-N2(I',25)(I)
2
+ Na(,
+ N4(,

(ca)
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such that
1

(c4)

Ni(/•,
z)-- 4/1/2
(/1-/•)(/2- z),
1

(c5)

N2(r,
z)- 41112
(/1q-r)(12
- z),
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